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In June, 1950, the eighty-first Congress granted an appropria-
tion to the United States Office of Education for the purpose of ma.king 
a nation-wide survey of school housing needs. In December of 1953 
the Office of Education reported that the Federal School Facilities· 
Survey, completed in 43 of the 48 States, revealed that 325, 000 
additional classrooms were needed throughout the country. Of these, 
approximately one half are required to relieve the overcrowded 
classroom conditions resulting from the steadily increasing school 
enrollment. The remainder are needed to replace school buildings 
reported to be obsolete . 
This need, the total cost of which has been estimated at 
10 billions of dollars, exists, notwithstanding the fact that since 
1947 public school systems throughout the country have been engaged 
in one of the largest programs of new .school construction in history. 
This extensive program, and the prediction of still greater 
need, if the ever-increasing s.chool population is to be adequately 
housed, has directed a great deal of attention to all features of 
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the school building. A vast quantity of research is under way to 
determine what is the optimal physical environment for the modern 
program of education, as well as the most economical methods of 
meeting these requirements. 
Sound control in the classroom, the auditorium, the play-
room, and in the other special facilities of the building is being 
studied. The effect of cla.ssroom temperature and ventilation upon 
the physical condition and upon the school progress of children is 
being investigated. Extensive studies are being made of the design 
of classroom furniture and equipment. 
Classroom lighting is receiving its s 'hare of attention. 
Practically all of the tasks of the physically normal school child 
involve critical seeing. Recognizing this fact, school administrators, 
school architects, and school plant specialists are conducting 
numerous investigations of artificial lighting. The Research Com-
1/ 
mittee of the Illuminating Engineering Society reported that in 
the fall of 1949 forty-four educational institutions were conducting 
studies in light, vision, and the visual environment. 
I/ Mathew Luckiesh (Chairman), illuminating Engineering Society 
Research Committee, Summary of Contemporary Research on 
Light, Vision, and the Visual Environment, Illuminating Engineer-
ing Society, New York, 1949. 
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This manifest concern with the problems of seeing has been 
largely respons.ible for significant developments in the design of 
artificial lighting s ys terns. 
It is evident that we are in the midst of a lighting renaissance. 
The design of lamps and of lighting fixtures has been revolutionized 
within the past fifteen years. More important, however, is the fact 
that the fallacy of the traditional approach to the solution of problems 
of lighting has been exposed. The attitude of professional workers 
in the field and of educated opinion generally has changed markedly. 
Generally speaking, clas.sroo·m lighting has improved immeasurably 
over the past ten years. Yet great variations. exist in the vis.ual 
efficiency, the original costs, and the costs of maintenance and 
operation even in highly similar school buildings Ln the same or in 
adjacent communities. 
Several fa.ctors have effected this situation. The writer 
wishes to direct attention only to three possible cau_ses. These are: 
1. The criteria for the determination of good artificial 
lighting has been highly technical, somewhat involved, 
and generally difficult for one not trained in engineer-
ing to understand. 
2. The prime criterion in the selection of lighting 
design has in all too many instances been low 
first cost. As in most other things, in the pur-
chase of lighting fixtures one gets what one pays for. 
3. The confusion of claims and counter-claims of 
fixture manufa.cturers, each indicating the superiority 
of his own product, has tended to obscure the facts.. 
Innovations in lighting design are coming on the 
market with increasing frequency. As is usually 
the case in a period of transition, those develop-
ments. which are based upon sound psychological 
and physiological research will endure. Those 
which violate fundamental principles are, in fact, 
mere passing fancies. 
In the opinion of the writer, a "critical evaluation of the 
relative visual efficiency, the relative costs of installation, and 
the relative costs of operation of classroom artificial lighting 
systems in selected elementary school buildings in Massachusetts" 
is justified on four grounds. These are: 
iv 
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1. The simplification of the engineering criteria for 
providing good seeing conditions so that school 
administrators can more readily plan visually 
efficient classroom lighting installations. 
2. The clarification of the characteristics of the basic 
types of lighting fixtures found in daily us.e in 
classrooms. 
3. Possible savings in the planning of lighting installa-
tions in future school buildings, as well as the light-
ing rehabilitation of older schools. The minimum 
estimate of the cost of providing adequate artificial 
lighting in the 325, 000 classrooms which the United 
States Office of Education reports are needed is 
9 5 million dollars . 
4. The eventual elimination of the types of fixtures 
which research has shown contribute to the develop-
ment of visual difficulties, muscular and skeletal 
strains, and in excessive demands on the energy 
of school children. 
v 
vi . 
In this thesis, Chapters I to III are devoted to the research 
findin gs pertaining to the structure and function of the human eye 
and its environme ntal nee ds for optimal visual efficiency. The re-
maining chapters are devoted to: 
1 ; an evaluation of the relative visual efficiency 
of classroom artificial lighting systems in 
selected elementary schools in Massachusetts 
in terms of the criteria f or the optimal luminous 
environm ent as dev eloped in the early chapters ; 
2 . an evaluation of the relativ e costs of installation 
of these lighting system s; 
3 . an e valuation of the relative costs of operation 
o f these li gh t ing system s ; 
4. an e valuation of all factors of cost in each k ind 
of classroom under m inim u m conditions 
desirable for v isu al efficiency . 
The data for the detennination of v isual efficiency were 
com piled at the respectiv e schools as a result of careful survey. 
Lighting m easure1nent s were t a l:en in accordance with the pro -
cedures rec01nm ended by the reco gnized authorities in the field . 
No less than two qualified o b serv ers recorded the necessary 
measurements. The forms employed for recording these data 
were prepared in close collaboration with recogniz ed lighting 
experts. 
The determination of the real costs of installations was 
som ewhat involv ed. Many factors contrib ute to the accepted bid 
price of electric subcontractors on school buildings . On certain 
pro j ects the contract price will include only the cost of providing 
and installing electrical fixtures , conduit, and switches as in 
residential work . On other proj ects the contract price may, in 
addition, include providing and installing oil burner controls, fire 
alarm, public address, and clock and bell systems . In the latter 
instances , the cost of providing lighting is but a fraction of the 
total contract, and as a result is less accurately accounted for. 
The costs of installation were determined by inform ation 
received from the general contractor, the electrical contractor , 
and through consultation with the electrical engineer who designed 
the system . These costs were corrected in a .ccordance with a 
unifor m procedure so as to elim inate the differences attrib utab le 
to changes in the price levels of lab or and of m aterials for schools 
built in different years . 
vii . 
The determination of the costs of operation involved 
several steps: 
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1. the power-rates for each community were secured; 
2. the factor of frequency of cleaning of the equipment 
was taken into consideration; 
3. the factor of maintenance {the replacement of 
burned-out lamps and starters} was included; 
4 . the cost of amortization of the equipment was given 
consideration. 
The annual cost of operation of each system as it existed was then 
calculated without regard to its relative visual efficiency. 
In the final chapter the several systems are equated as to 
minimum desirable visual efficiency, and all costs were again 
calculated. Direct comparisons and a critical evaluation of the 
real costs of the installations for each kind and size of classroom 
studied were then made. 
CHAPTER I 
LIGHT AND VISION 
1. Structure of the Eye 
A discussion of school lighting presupposes an understand-
ing of the physical structure of the eye, and of the physiological 
process of seeing. This chapter comprises a brief description of 
the structure and of the process. 
Structure of the human eye.-- In its structure, the human eye 
is frequently likened to a simple camera. Like the camera, it has 
a lens which focuses the image of an object upon the rear_ wall of 
the eye. This surface, the retina, corresponds to the photographic 
film in the camera. Like the camera, the eye also has its device, 
the iris, for controlling the diameter of the opening through which 
light is transmitted to the retina. This opening is referred to as 
the pupil. 
Unlike the camera, the eye is spherical in shape. This 
shape is maintained by the toughness- of the outer membraneous 
covering of the eye, the sclera. The interior of the eye is divided 
into two chambers, each filled with a transparent fluid. The 
- 1 -
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div ision between the two chambers is produced by the lens, the 
iris, and the ciliary muscle which controls both the form and the 
position of the lens. The iris is opaque and has two layers of 
muscle fibers which oppose one another, and which control the 
diameter of the central aperture, the pupil. The muscles of the 
iris are automatically controlled by the amount of light falling upon 
the retina, intense light producing the maximum reduction in the 
diameter of the pupil. 
Accommodation of the 'eye.-- The contraction of the ciliary 
muscle alters the form and position of the lens· so as to permit the 
1/ 
focussing of the eye upon both near and far objects. This 
alteration in the lens is accompanied by a corresponding decrease 
or increase in the diameter of the pupil, depending upon whether 
the eyes are looking at near or far objects. One action complements 
the other in producing an image of maximum sharpness. 
The retina. -- The retina c01npris es the in..11.er rear surface 
of the eye. It is made up o.f layers of nerve tissue, with the surface 
layer composed of light-sensitive photoreceptors. Thes e photo-
receptors are made up of two kinds of nerve end structures, rods 
1/ I. E. S. Lighting Handbook, Illuminating Engineering Society~ 
New York, 1952, 2 p. 3. 
and cones.. The arrangement of the rods and cones varies over 
the surface of the retina, with the proportion of cones decreasing 
to the periphery of the retina. A small area at the center of the 
retina contains only cones. Called the "rod-free area, 11 it sub-
tends an angle of two degrees at the pupil. The fovea~ , located 
in the center of the rod-free area, is the point of greater concentra-
11 
tion of the cones. 
When a person faces. an object and focuses his eyes directly 
upon the object, the line from the center of the object to the retina 
is the ••primary line of sight. 11 In the normal eye the ima.ge of the 
point of fixation of the eye will be at or near the center of the 
l I 
fovea. 
4. Function of the Human Eye 
The field of view of ea.ch eye is divided into two distinct 
kinds of vision, central vision which involves only the fovea, and 
peripheral vision which involves all of the retina except the fovea. 
Central and peripheral vision.-- Central and peripheral 
31 
vision differ from one another in several respect~. 
!_I Op. cit.' 2 p. 3. 
2. I Loc. cit. 
3 I Loc. cit. 
3 . 
11 The cones of the fovea, becaus·e of their 
small diameter, close packing (about 9, 000, 000 
per squa.re inch), and individual connections: with 
the brain, transmit a very sharp image showing 
th.e greatest detail of which the eye is capable. 
Because of the sparse distribution of photoreceptors. 
in the periphery and the fact that, in this region 
of the retina, each nerve cell branches to provide 
connection with many photoreceptors, sharp images 
are not transmitted to the b rain, and objects appear as 
'fuzzy' silhouettes. 11 
The rod photoreceptors, acting alone, are insensitive to 
color, and objects appear gray when there is no stimulation of the 
cones. Color is seen best in the central or rod-free region of the 
retina, since the color response is, therefore, not diluted with the 
gray response of the rods. The rods, however, are more sensitive 
to light. When the brightness of the visual field drops below 
1/100 footlambert, as at night, the cones receive no stimulation. 
Under these conditions, the rod-free area is completely blind, 
vision is limited to the peripheral area, and all objects appear 
gray regardless of th.eir color. As to the effect of gradually in-
1/ 
creasing the brightnes.s level, the I. E. S. Lighting Handbook-
says in part: 




••• As the level of brightness is gradually 
increased and exceeds the threshold of cone vision, 
the luminosity curve for the peripheral retina under-
goes a gradual transition until it becomes. identical 
with the luminosity curve for the fovea. This- means 
that at high levels of brightness the cones in the 
periphery almost completely dominate the rods. 
Rods and cones differ also in the time factors 
associated with their activities. The rods are much 
slower in action than the cones (responsible for flic k er 
fusion) and are notably slow in recovery from light 
adaptation (a process. generally called dark adaptation) .... 11 
Characteristics of foveal vision.-- Foveal or central vision 
is adapted for the perception of fine detail, as well as the identifica-
tion of color. In performing most tasks the eyes move quickly from 
one point of fixation to another, so that things requiring critical 
seeing are brought within the area of central vision. In a task such 
as repairing a watch, central vision plays a dominant role, and 
peripheral vision is scarcely involved. 
Characteristics of peripheral vision. -- Peripheral vision is 
blind to color and to detail, but is highly sensitive to brightness and 
1 I 
to motion. The I. E. S. Handbook states: 
"In a task like threading a needle, peripheral 
vision plays a very subordinate role, but in a task 
like stacking cartons. in a warehouse peripheral 
vision is just about as important as central vision. · 
1 I Op. cit., 2 p. 6. 
5 . 
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"Here, the worker must be aware of the 
spatial relationships between objects which are 
widely distributed in the visual field. 11 
It is mo·st useful in the detection of potential hazards, as 
in driving an automobile. One of the chief functions of peripheral 
vision is to send to the brain an overall picture of the location o£ 
the various objects in the field of view, pr·oviding thereby the in-
formation which guides the central vis·ion, with its extremely 
na.rrow field of view, quickly from one point of fixation to another. 
Complementary furiction of peripheral vision. -- Central 
vision includes an angle of approximately two degrees. While 
concentrating on a task within this narrow angle, the eye, how-
ever, continues to receive impressions over a very wide angle of 
view. This view extends approximately 60 degree,s above and be-
low the primary line of sight, and approximately 85 degrees to the 
right and to the left of the primary line of sight. Of the area of 
1/ 
the field s.een by peripheral vision, Sharp has this to say: 
"This wide angle of perception covers a lot 
of territory. To a .student seated in the rear of the 
room with gaze directed to the front chalkboard, 
almost two-thirds of all the room surfaces are 
within the visual field. With gaze directed to work 
on the desk or chair-arm, the space approximately 
10 feet to each side and ahead will be included. 
1 I Howard M. Sharp, From Daylight to Darkness: Current Claims 
About School Lighting, The American School and University, 
American School Publishing Corp., New York, 1951 .-52, p.l85. 
"Since it is the central field which doe.s 
our useful seeing, any condition in the surrounding 
area which aids or hin:ders the central area in its 
work is: of considerable interest. 11 
It seems evident that to be efficient a lighting design must 
7 
take into full consideration the complementary nature of peripheral 
vision. The fact that peripheral vision is~ moreover, highly sensi-
tive to brightness has serious implications for the treatment of the 
surfaces of the classroom which are within the total field of view. 
CHAPTER II 
BRIGHTNESS AND ITS RELATIONSHIP 
TO VISUAL EFFICIENCY 
1. The Measurement of Brightness 
Visual acuity;-- Visual acuity is the ability to perceive fine 
elements of detail in the object viewed. The classic research in 
1/ 
visual acuity was undertaken many years ago by Konig. Disregard-
ing the complementary function of peripheral vision, he concerned 
himself only with measuring the level of illumination needed on the 
central field. By leaving the entire surround dark, he clearly es-
tablished that a relatively low level of illumination gave high acuity. 
Such conditions, however, never exist in practical situations of 
room lighting. 
It was not until 19 33 that the effects cni visual acuity of vary-
2/ 
ing levels of illumination of the surround were studied by Lythgoe. 
Extens·iye research clearly established the fact that visual acuity 
1/ Arthur Konig, "Die Abliangigkeit der Scharfe von der Belench-
tungsuitensuitat, 11 Sitzun Gsberichte Preussischurn Akedemie der 
Wissenchanten, 1896, 35:559-575. 
2/ R. J. Lythgoe, The Measurement of Visual Acuity, Report, 1932, 
Number 173, British Medical Research Council, London, England. 
- 8 -
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Brightness.-- Brightne.ss is the product of the quantity of 
light which falls upon an object, and the ability of -~he object itself 
to reflect light to the eye. An object appears light becaus-e it re-
fleets a high percentage of light which falls upon it. Another appears 
dark because it absorbs or fails to reflect most of the light which is 
falling upon it. In discussing the relations·hip of brightness and 
1/ 
vision, Sharp says: 
"When the eye focuses upon an object, and thus 
brings the central area of the retina into action upon 
an object, three characteris·tics of the object are ·im-
portant: size, contrast with background, and bright-
ness . The inter-relationship of thes.e three factors 
introduces a fourth factor: time. It takes time to 
be aware of a _n o·bject, to focus upon it, to transmit 
the stimulus· to the brain, and to understand it. The 
common denominator of all these characteristics is 
brightness . Increa_sing the brightness increases the 
ability to distinguish size and to see finer degree of 
contrast. It also increases the speed with which 
the visual process is completed. 11 
The level of illumination of light falling on a surface can 
readily be measured. The unit of meas.ure is. the footcand1e, and 
the instrument usually employed for me.aB'urements: outside of the 
laboratory is known as a light-meter . Brightness is the product 
of the light, measured in footcandles·. , falling upon a surface, and 
the ability, expressed as a percent, of that surface to- reflect this 
light to the eye. The unit of measure of brightness is the footlambert. 
!_I Op. cit., p. 186. 
10 
A slate chalkboard has a reflectance of 10 percent. If 20 
footcandles are falling upon 'it, it will have- a brightness of 2 foot-
lamberts. The reflectance of a printed page is 65 percent. Twenty 
footcandles falling upon it will produce 13 footlamberts of brightness. 
If this page is on a desk of 20 percent reflectance, or 4 footlamberts, 
the brightness between page and desk is then 1 to 3, and page to 
blackboard.! to 6. If the fixture in the room has a surface brightness. 
of 500 footlamberts, the relationship of the page to the fixture 
brightness will be 1 to 38. 
The mea.surement of brightness.-- There are two commonly 
used field techniques for measuring the brightness of room surfaces 
outside the lighting laboratory. These are: 
1. the measurement by means of the light-meter of the 
light falling upon the respective surfaces. The re-
flectance expressed in a perc.ent is derived by using 
the Munsell Value Scale. This is a system based on 
an orderly classification of over 1, 000 opaque surface 
c-olor samples which lend themselves to arrangement 
in a color solid. In the Munsell system, a color is 
designed according to its three psychological 
attributes, value, chroma, and hue. Standardized 
color chips are matched with the surface to he tested, 
and. the reflectance of the wall is read from the color 
chip which most perfectly matches the surface. The 
brightness is product of the footcandle reading and 
the percent. 
2.. the use of the Luckiesh-Taylor Brightness Meter. 
This is a self-contained, battery-operated electric 
d.evice which has a lens for focussing the light from 
the source, and. an eye-piece for viewing the photo-
metric field.. The optical system presents a split 
field. with a test field. in the center and. a comparison 
field on either side. The brightness of the comparison 
field. is adjusted by means of a rheostat, and. the reading 
is then taken directly from an illuminated scale. While 
it is. a technique which is less time-consuming than 
that described above, it produces accurate readings 
only in the hands of a s k illed. observer. 
Within the past year there has appeared on the mark et the 
1/ 
first commercial, direct-reading brightn.ess meter in history. 
1 I Frank F. Crandall and Karl Freund, "New Photoelectric 
Brightness Spot Meter, 11 Journal of the Society of Motion Picture 
and Television Engineers, (August, ' 1953), 61:215-222. 
l L 
K nown as the Spectra Spot Brightness Meter, it is an electronic 
device of remarkable accuracy which eliminates almost entirely 
the margin of -error inherent in other techniques. Simple to 
operate, it will read with accuracy through a range of .1 to 
1, 000, 000 footlamberts. It is operated by focussing the objective 
lens of the meter on the surface to be measured, pressing a button 
which energizes the electronic mechanism, and observing the 
reading directly on a logarithmic scale. 
2. Visual Efficiency and Brightness Contrasts 
The importance of brightness control.-- The measure of 
footcandles is not the measure of what the eye needs. to see by. 
1/ 
The National Council on Schoolhouse Construction Guide states: 
" T he footlambert, then, rather than the footcandle, 
becomes the prime factor in conditioning an environment 
of visual comfort and efficiency because it is the re-
flected brightness that we see, and not the light falling 
upon the task. ·11 
Research studies show a high percentage of visual defects 
in youth of high-school and immediate post-high-school age. In a 
1 I Guide for Planning School Plants, National Council on School-




study of eye defects, Henderson and Rowell found that 23 out of 
every 100 persons under 20 years of age suffer from defective vision. 
A series of research studies dealing with the influence of 
adequate lighting on the c ·onservation of sight, and on school 
achievement, have been undertaken during the past fifteen years. 
The most significant of these were long-range studies con-
2/ 
ducted in Texas. These revealed that visual stresses are im-
portant factors in the development not only of visual difficulties 
but also in the development of muscular and skeletal strains, and 
in excessive demands on energy which can directly affect both the 
physical growth and the classroom performance of school children. 
Studies in over 4, 000 elementary school classrooms in the state 
revealed that 59 percent of the Anglo-American children had re-
fractive eye defects or other conditions adversely affecting their 
vision. These ranged from 18 percent in Grade 1 to 82 percent 
in the last year of· elementary school. Controlled experiments 
1 I Olive G. Henderson and H. G. Rowell - Eye Protection in 
Every Classroom, American School and University, New York, 
1933-34, pp. 230-33. 
2/ D. B. Harmon, "Lighting and Child Development," illuminating 
Engineering (May, 1945} 40:199-228. 
were conducted in a 21-classroom school. The classrooms were 
redecorated so as to improve the distribution of natural and 
artificial light. Diffusing screens were installed at the windows 
so as to control ground and sky reflectance. The differences 
in brightness within the rooms were reduced, and shadows on the 
working surfaces were eliminated, 
The re-examination of the pupils at the end of six months 
indicated a reduction of -
1. 57. 1 percent in refractive eye defects; 
2. 90. 1 percent in non-refractive eye defects; 
3, 44. 5 percent in nutritional problems; 
4. 30. 9 percent in evidences. of chronic infection. 
14 . 
Educationally, the experimental group was found on standardized 
achievement tests to have advanced 10. 2 months, as co:rnpared with 
6. 8 months for the control group. 
3. Brightness Differences and Lighting Design 
The traditional approach to lighting. -- The traditional 
meth od of lighting a classroom consisted of the installation of 
concentrated light sources of high intensity which, in fact, directed 
a stream of light downward upon the desk-tops. The sole criterion 
15 
of excellence was the quantity of light upon the working plane. If 
the light-meter indicated a high reading, the installation was con-
sidered successful regardless of the glare, the strong contrasts, 
and the heavy shadows. It disregarded also the inevitable eye-strain 
and the possible muscular and s k eletal strains which such in-
stallations frequently produce. 
A measure of footcandles is not a measure of what the eye 
needs to see by. The true measure is the absolute brightness of 
the objects a;nd surfaces of the room, as well as the differences in 
brightness between them. The National Council on Schoolhouse 
1/ 
Construction says in part: "Brightness-balance is the k ey to 
visual comfort and efficiency. Brightness-balance is. controlled by 
the brightness-differences that are maintained within the total visual 
field. " 
Clas sica! metho-ds of light calculations are simply adaptations 
of the formula commonly known as the inverse-square law. This 
states that the intensity of light is inversely proportional to the 
distance from the source. It is, to be sure, a simple, direct, 
easily under stood relationship. The inherent defect is that it has 
1/ Guide for Planning School Plants, Op. cit., p.l40. 
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absolutely no bearing on modern room lighting. 
In the first place, jt applies rigorously only to a light 
source that is a mathematical point. By no stretch of the imagina-
tion is it possible to consider an eight-foot, or a four-foot fluorescent 
lamp as a mathematical point. Furthermore, it and all other classical 
methods of calculating light derived from it assume that the light 
commits suicide when it strikes a surface. Actually, light is alive 
and bounces from one surface to another. This is evidenced by the 
fact that the predetermination of the brightness and brightness dif-
ferences in planning light installations can be calculated. readily. 
1 I 
The technique developed by Luckiesh of calculating brightness 
and brightness differences by means of the interreflections of light 
among surfaces of known reflectances is used by lighting engineers 
1n solving highly complex problems of interior light distribution. 
The modern theory of lighting. --The newer theory of lighting 
holds that lighting design should involve the creation of luminous 
environment. It maintains that a lighting system shodd be installed 
1 I Mathew Luckiesh (Chairman), Committee on Standards of 
Quality and Quantity for Interior Illumination, Illuminating 
Engineering Society, "The Interreflection Method of Predetermin-
ing. Brightness and Brightness-Ratios," Illuminating Engineering 
(May, 1946), 41: 361-385. 
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for human beings, not for light-meters. It recognizes the fact 
that vision, rather than being a s·imple process, is an intricate, 
highly complex physiological function. It recognizes also that the 
solution of a lighting problem is not ideal unless it satisfies all the 
complex human requirements associated with the luminous 
environment. 
This concept hold.s that every surface in the room is im-
portant, the walls, the ceiling, the floor, and the furniture. All 
these surfaces interflect between one another and send light to the 
eye. The color and the distribution of this light determines the 
human effectiveness of the lighting design. Despite the general 
acceptance of this concept of lighting, · tnany fixtures being manu-
factured today do not satisfy these criteria. 
1/ 
The American Standards Association indicates the 
specific brightness differences which should not be exceeded. 
1 I Leonard V. James (Chairman), American Standard Practice 
for School Lighting, American Standards Association, Inc., 
New York, 1948, p.l2. 
Table 1. Recommendations for Limits of Brightness 
Ratios of Classroom Surfaces 
Classroom Surfaces 
( 1) 
Central vi1;3ual field and 
immediately adjacent 
surfaces such as the 
desk ................. . 
Central visual field and 
more remote darker 
surfaces in surrounding 
field such as the desk . . 
Central visual field an:d 
more remote brighter 
surfaces in surrounding 
field such as walls and 
ceiling ............... . 
Fixtures and surfaces 
adjacent to them in the 




1 to 1/3 
1 to 1/10 
1 to 10 
20 to 1 
These ratios can be attained if the minimum reflectances 
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1/ 
of the' surfaces of the rooms recommended by the American .Standard 
Practice for School Lighting are observed. 
1 I Leonard V. James (Chairman}, American Standard Practice 
Tor School Lighting, A merican: Standards A ssociation, Inc., 
New York, 1948, p. 12. 
Table 2. Desirable M inimum Reflectances of 
Surfaces in Classrooms 
Classroom Surfaces 
(1) 
Ceiling .. . . ......... . 
Walls ........ . .... . ; 
Desks. .............. · 
Floors . ............ ~ 
Woodwork .... . ..... . 











Two areas of the lighting zone emitted by the fixture must be 
considered in terms of brightness. The zone of 45 to 90 degrees 
with the perpendicular represents the area ordinarily seen both by 
peripheral vision and by direct view. The brightness in the 0 to 
45 degree zone is seldom seen except by a deliberate attempt. It is, 
however, seen by the work s i nce the latter reflects an image of 
the fixture to the eye. 
90 de g. 
0 deg. 45 de g . 
F igure 1. Area of direc t a n d reflec t ed glare e m itted by 
a li ghting fixture. 
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The foregoing has been devoted to the consideration of the 
several surface s of the room. We must now consider the brightest 
object in the room, the fixture itself. The fixture is: almost always 
in the peripheral field of view and is the object of direct view many 
times during the day. 
Specular reflection.-- Specular reflection is the reflection 
of the light source itself from a glossy surface. The clarity and 
the intensity of the image of the fixture as reflected to the eye is 1.n 
direct proportion to the degree of glos·s or shininess of the surface. 
S ome degree of specular reflection is encountered in all tasks of 
reading, printing, o-r writing on the usual range of school papers. 
The lowering of visual acuity under conditions of high specular 
reflection re.sults from the reduction in contrast between the paper 
and the ink which the reflected glare produces. The most ob-
jectionable papers, inso.far as specular reflection is concerned, 
are the highly calendered pages of illustrated magazines. 
Since the angle of incidence is equal to the angle of reflection, 
the location of the glare-course can readily he plotted. In situations 
where the furniture is fixed to ithe floor, as in most drafting rooms , 
reflected glare on the working surfaces can often be overcome by 
careful positioning of the light sources. However, in the modern 
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elementary school the learning process itself makes the provision 
of movable furniture mandatory. The program calls for a flexible 
kind of furniture which can readily be arranged and rearranged into 
a variety of groupings in accordance with the needs of the learning 
workshop. This means that in schools: the brightness of the light 
source itself must be carefully controlled if harmful glare is to be 
avoided. 
Reflected glare from room surfaces. -- In addition to the 
reflected glare from the task, the reflected glare from the several 
surfaces of the room must be given serious consideration. It has 
been established that peripheral vision is highly sensitive to bright-
ness. It is evident, then, that attention must be given not only to 
the reflectances of the several surfaces of the room, but also to the 
degree of gloss or shininess of those s·urfaces. 
Optimal conditions of seeing are achieved when the minimum 
reflectances of the room are maintained approximately as outlined 
in Table 2, and when these surfaces are finished in a dull, non-
glossy manner. Diffused, matte surfaces reduce reflected glare to 
a point where even persons most sensitive to glare can perform 
v isual tasks in comfort. 
Direct glare.-- Direct glare is the result of a high bright-
ness light source in the normal field of view, the 45 to 90 degree 
zone. Considerable variation of opinion exists as to the upper limit 
of fixture-brightness which the child of normal or near-normal 
vision can tolerate without visual shock, and with a minimum of dis·-
comfort. At least two studies have been made of the shock effect, 
and of the comfort-discomfort threshold of adults on being subjected 
to varying degrees of direct glare. Attempts have been made to 
apply these findings to the limiting of the surface brightness of 
fixtures in school class·rooms. 
In the opinion of the writer, no relationship has been es-
tablished between the ability of adults on the one hand, and 
elementary children on the other, to adapt to levels of fixture 
brightness. Many questions need to be answered before such data 
compiled for adults can be related to children. It is commonly 
accepted that childre.n vary widely in the physical rate of maturation. 
It is known that in most children the muscular accommodation of 
the eyes has matured sufficiently by the age of six that they. can 
then begin the process of learning to read. Yet some children have 




The maximum aperture of the pupil of the eye of an adult 
is very different from that of a child . Furthermore, the range in 
diameter of the pupil decreases with each passing year. 
A laxge percentage of adults wear glasses to correct visual 
defects. Of these, a goodly proportion wear tinted lenses so as 
to compensate for more than ordinary sensitivity to brightness. 
These are but two of the ways in which the eyes of adults and of 
children differ. In the opinion of the writer, the question of 
maximum allowable fixture-brightness in elementary school clas,s-
rooTilS, cannot be answered categorically until norms for the dif-
ferent age groups of elementary school children are established. 
The .brightness limits of fixtures recommended by the 
1/ 
A merican Standards A ssociation are as follows: 
1. 1, 000 footlamberts in the 0-45 degree zone ; 
2. 450 footlamberts in the 45 degree zone; 
3. 225 footlamberts in the 60-90 degree zone. 
In each instance, 0 degrees is the point directly below the 
fixture. 
1/ Leonard V . Ja,mes (Chairman), op. cit., p . 32. 
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There is a considerable body of educated opinion which 
holds that fixture-brightness should not appreciably exceed 300 
footlamberts in the 45-90 degree zone. This limit makes certain 
that the brightness of the fixture will not greatly exceed that of 
the ceiling. The rule of thumb in designing a lighting system for 
optimal visual efficiency is that maximum contrast is needed 
between the task, the print, and the immediate background, the 
page of the book, and minimum contrast between the immediate 
background and all other surfaces of the room. Until such time 
as studies can be made, it is the opinion of the writer that the 
use of fixtures with surface brightnesses appreciably exceeding 
300 footlamberts in the 45-90 degree zone should be avoided. 
1/ Howard M. Sharp, op. cit., p.l86. 
CHAPTE R III 
THE QUANTITY OF LIGHT- ITS RELATIONSHIP TO 
VISUA L EFFICIENCY 
Footcandles. arid brightness.-- The relationship of brightness 
and visual efficiency has been discus sed in the preceding chapter. 
The brightness of the task or of any other object or surface is the 
product of the quantity of light falling on it, and its ability to reflect 
this light to the eye. The quantity of light is then a factor, but only 
a . factor, in the determination of brightness. The discussions . i n 
Chapters II and III were not intended to minimize the need for an 
adequate intensity of light, but to: indicate that the emphasis should 
be on quality· rather than on quantity. 
Despite the fact that for many years the footcandle was the 
only criterion for the determination of lighting efficiency, complete 
agreement as to the optimal quantity of light for classrooms is 
lacking at the present time. There is no known optimum intensity 
of light suitable for all people under all conditions, and upward 
- 25 -
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revision of the standards of the level of illumination has made 
school lighting one of the more controversial issues in the school 
plant field. 
Optimal quantity of light.-- In discussing the level of illumina-
1 I 
tion neede·d, Luckiesh and Moss. hold that there are two cardinal 
levels of illumination: (1) footcandles for barely seeing, and 
(2) footcandles for easiest seeing. They report that for many 
visual tasks, less than a footcandle is necessary for barely seeing. 
All research which has dealt with the eas.e of seeing has found 
that for easiest seeing even for relatively simple tasks, the level 
is above 100 footcandles. 
levels: 
Luckiesh and Moss recommend the following illumination 
"50 to 100 footcandles for severe and prolonged 
tasks, such as proofreading, difficult·~reading, etc. 
2.0 to 50 footcandles for moderately critical 
and prolonged tasks, such as clerical work, ordinary 
reading, etc. 
10 to 20 footcandles for moderate and prolonged 
tasks of office and factory and, when not prolonged, 
ordinary reading, etc. 11 
1 I Mathew Luckiesh, and F . K . Moss, The Science of Seeing, 
D. Van Nostrand, New York, 1937. 
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The National Council on Schoolhouse Construction holds 
that 11 •••• for tasks common to schoolrooms, intensities of front 
20 to 40 footcandles· are practical and available today and are con-
sidered to satisfy visual environments in a balanced brightness 
environment. 11 
Both of the foregoing authorities recommend a minimum of 
20 footcandles for classrooms. The American Standard Practice 
2/ 
for School Lighting recommends a minimum of 30 footcandles 
on the working plane. 
Research studies have been conducted in order to determine 
the effect of varying the level of illumination upon per·formance ef-
ficiency while engaged in typical classroom tasks. 
Weston 
The following table indicates the research findings of 
3/ 
of the effect upon maximum performance of varying the 
level of illumination on the task of reading 10 point printers 
type on a white page. This is a co-mmon classroom task in the 
elementary school. 
1/ Guide for Planning School Plants, op. cit., p. 143. 
2/ Leonard V. James (Chairman), op. cit., p.l3. 
3/ H. C. Weston, The Relation Between Illumination and ' Visual Ef-
ficiency, Medical Research Council, Industrial Health Research 
Board, Report No. 87, H. M. Stationery Office, London, Eng. , 1945. 
Table 3. Effect of Varying the Intensity of Light 
Upon Percent of Maximum Performance 




2. 5 ........... . 
4. 0 . ..... . .... . 
6. 0 ........... . 






A nother common elementary .s-chool task is the reading of 
handwriting in pencil on white paper. 
Table 4 indicates the findings of Weston in a study of the 
effect of varying the level of illumination upon maximum visual 
performance of the task of reading handwriting done with a No. 2 
grade pencil on paper of 70 percent reflectance. 
Table 4. Effect of Varying the Intensity of Light 
Upon Percent of Maximum Performance of 
Reading #2 Grade Pencil Handwriting on 




12 . .. .. ...... . 
18 ........... . 
27 . .. ........ . 








The two tasks in Tables 3 and 4 represent the extremes of 
severity of visual effort in the elementary school classroom. It 
should be noted that these studies were concerned only with the 
quantity of artificial light needed . No consideration was given to: 
the quantity of daylight available in the classroom on even the 
darkest days. The studies reveal that a level of no more than 
27 fcmtcandles of artificial light is all that is really needed for 
the most severe visual tasks of the elementary school child . 
Under such an illumination level , the average child with normal 
or near-normal vision will perform at 98 percent of maximum 
efficiency. 
The quantity of daylight available.-- Since some daylight 
is available on the desks farthest from the windows -even on th.e 
darkest days of the year, the writer attempted to determine by 
actu al study the levels. of illumination on both dark and bright 
dllys. Footcandle readings were taken in three recently built 
school buildings in Newton, Massachusetts. This study revealed 
that on the 21 darkest days of the school year 1953-54, four foot-
candles of daylighting were available on the desks farthest from 
the windows. On the same days it was found that only 24 foot-
candles were available on the desks nea_rest the windows. 
Figure 2 shows the distribution curve in a classroom on 
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Figure 2. Curve of distribution of daylight in the classroom 













Implications of the research. -- The conclusion which may 
be drawn from the foregoing data is that for the easiest of school 
tasks, 95 percent of maximum visual performance could be attained 
without the use of the classroom lights. If the recommendations of 
the American Standards Association are adopted and 30 footcandles 
of combined daylight and artificial light are provided, the child 
with normal or near-normal vision will perform all tasks at better 












Wherein they pertain to the minimum allowable level of 
classroom illumination, these findings have the support of edu~ 
cated opinion of many experts in the field. 
In a speech given before the New England School Develop-
ment Council at a fo-rum on school lighting in November, 1949, 
1/ 
Spencer stated that no less than 20 footcandles should be pro-
vided in any school classro-o-m. 
The question of how much more than the minimum should 
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be provided in a scho-ol has economic implications and must, then, 
be ans_wered in part at least at the local level. The question is, 
then, how much more than the minimum can the community afford 
to buy, to operate, and to maintain? 
It is the considered opinion of the writer and of many 
workers in the field of school plant planning that the installation 
of inadequate lighting in the name of economy in new school 
buildings should not be countenanced. The difference in cost 
b etween providing an adequate and an inadequate level of illumina-
tion is infinitesimal when compared to the total cost of constructing 
a new school. The failure to provide an adequate light level 
dilutes the value of the dollar spent on teachers' salaries, as 
1/ Domina E. Spencer, based on notes taken at the fo.rum. 
well as on the other budget account items. Furthermore, in the 
light of the adverse effect on vision, in producing muscular and 
skeletal strains, and in excessive demands on energy of school 
children, the practice is indefensible. 
A minimum of 27 to 30 working footcandles of combined 
daylight and artificial light of a balanced brightness should be 
provided in all elementary school classrooms. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THE SURVEY FORMS AND THE COMPILATION 
OF DATA 
1. Statement of Background Research 
Background research.-- Many studies have been made of 
the costs of installation and of operation of classroom artificial 
lighting systems. In the opinion of the writer, few of these can 
be classified as research. In some instances they have been pre-
pared by the engineering staffs of companies manufacturing light-
ing fixtures. These have usually compared the costs characteris-
tic of the types of fixtures currently manufactured by the company 
making the study. Comparisons have usually been made on the 
basis of hypothetical conditions of the (1) size of classroom; 
(2) height of ceiling; (3) cost of electrical current, etc. 
A few careful studies of the long-term cost of a proposed 
program of lighting rehabilitation have been made by school sys-
1/ 
terns. Rhodes cost analysis of fluorescent and incande.scent 
1 I v. Harry Rhodes and William Tao, Cost Analysis of . 
Fluorescent Lighting and Incandescent Lighting in Classrooms, 
Board of Education, St. Louis, 1950. Not published. 
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lighting for schools of St. Louis is an example. T-hese studies 
usually compare the costs of two types of fixtures as, for instance, 
a single type of fluorescent and a single type of incandescent fix-
ture. For the most part, they have been prepared to assist the 
local board of education in determining which of two lighting 
fixtures should be selected. 
No related studies found.-- No comparable research was 
found in the area of this study. The writer has been unable to 
discover research which evaluates the visual efficiency, the cost 
of installation, and the cost of operation of a variety of lighting 
sys·tems in existing elementary school classrooms. 
2. Construction of the Survey Forms 
Two survey forms were employed in recording the data 
relative to the illumination level and to the brightness charac-
teristics of the lighting systems studied. These fo.rms were pre-
pared in close collaboration with: 
1. lighting engineers employed by manufacturers 
of electrical equipment; 
2. a lighting engineer employed by a public utility; 
3. reco-gnized authorities in the field of lighting not 
included in Items 1 and 2. 
Each of these persons in turn submitted copies of the 
finished forms to other persons in the field so as to provide a 
check upon validity. The validity of the form was further tested 
by having several qualified observers record on different 
occa.sions their impressions of a given classroom situation. It 
was found that in each instance the observer recorded in detail 
the data which the writer wished to receive. (A sample of each 
of these two forms is found in the Appendix.) 
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Nature of Form "A". -- Form "A" was designed for record-
ing the general impressions of qualified professional observers 
examining classroom artificial lighting systems. The observer 
recorded his impressions of the degree of visual comfort and of 
the brightness ratios which existed on a scale listing: (1) comfort-
able; (2) acceptable; (3) unco·mfortable; and (4) veryuncomfortable. 
A lthough the observer recorded his personal impressions of the 
system, some degree of objectivity was effected by the require-
ment that he identify on the form the visual task and its relationship 
to the surroundings. The brightness ratios of (1) white paper to 
desk; (2) white paper to general surroundings; (3) fixture to surround-
ings, were recorded on the scale indicated above. 
Form " A " was designed to be used prior to the taking of 
any light readings or meas.urements. By this means it was pos-
sible to record general impressions which had not been influenced 
by any actual data or specific measurements. The for·m was de-
signed to provide information complementary to Form "B". 
Nature of Form "B". -- Form "B'' was designed for the 
recording of measurements. It served to complement Form "A" 
by providing the data needed for determining whether or not the 
installation met the criteria for visual efficiency which were es-
tablished in the early chapters . On it were recorded: 
1. name of community; 
2. name of schoo1 ; 
3. room number; 
4. room dimensions; 
5. name of fixture; 
6. catalog number of fixture; 
7. footcandle readings; 
8. surface brightnesses; 
9. reflectances of room surfaces. 
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3. Methods of Survey 
Footcandle measurements.-- Throughout the survey, no 
less than two observers recorded the data required on the two 
forms. Techniques of measurement were in strict accordance 
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with the practices recommended by the illuminating Engineering 
Society and the American Standards Association for light measure-
ments in the field. All measurements were taken at night. 
The instrument employed in the measurement of footcandles 
was a Weston cosine-corrected, color-corrected, three-scale 
light-meter. Color-correction, a feature not found on less ex-
pensive meters, per·mitted the accurate recording of measurements 
from light sources of different color temperature. This made it 
possible to employ the same meter in measuring light from both 
fluorescent and incandescent sources. 
The fact that the meter was corrected for cos.ine error 
reduced to a negligible point an error inherent in certain light-
meters, and which increases with the angle of incidence of the 
light falling upon the light cell. It is the result of one or a com-
bination of: 
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1. reflection by the cover glass of the cell. 
2. reflection by th.e photo- sensitive surface of the 
photo- electric cell itself. 
3. obstruction of the light by the rim of the case. 
The use of carefully designed plastic lenses. over the light 
cell eliminates cosine error. The instrument was frequently cali-
brated so as to assure consistency in reading. Measurements were 
taken at desk-top height in ten carefully selected locations in the 
room. In addition, the mean footcandle level was calculated in 
accordance with the standard practice of the Illuminating Engineer-
!/ 
ing Society. 
Careful attention was given to the need for thorough season-
2/ 
ing of the light source. Care was taken to determine that all 
fluorescent light systems had undergone a minimum of 100 hours 
of use before any measurements were made. Similarly, all in-
candescent systems underwent not less than six hours of use prior 
to the taking of measurements. In accordance with recommended 
3/ 
practice, an adequate warm-up was given each installation, and 
1 I I. E. S. Lighting Handbook, op. cit. , 4. pp. 5-7. 
2/ Ibid.' 4. p. 5. 
3/ Ibid., 4.p.5. 
no measurements were taken until the system had been in opera-
tion for at least thirty minutes. 
Brightness measurements.-- The absolute brightnesses 
were taken of the (1) upper wall; (2) lower wall; (3) chalkboard; 
(4) ceiling; (5) fixture; (6) desk-top; (7) white paper on the desk, 
and were recorded in spaces provided on the form. These 
measurements were taken by means of a Spectra Brightness Spot 
Meter in accordance with the practices recommended by the 
1/ 
manufacturer. This is a completely s .elf-contained electronic 
instrument which has been on the open market les.s than one year. 
It is .the first direct-reading brightness meter available for use 
in the field, and it eliminates entirely the errors inherent in all 
comparison type meters. It yields accurate readings from .1 to 
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1, 000, 000 footlamb.erts and is simple in operation. It is necessary 
only ta focus the instrument on the field to be tested by means. of 
an f 1. 9 objective lens. Pressing a button energizes the electronic 
circuit, and the measurement in footlamberts can be taken 
directly from a dial-type logarithmic scale mounted on the rear 
of the instrument below the focussing eye-piece. A new 
1/ Karl Freund, Operating Instructions for Spectra Brightness' 
Spot Meter, Pamphlet, 1953, San Fernando. 
measurement can be taken by focussing the instrument on the 
second field, and pressing the button. 
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The measurement of reflectances. -- The reflectances of 
the several surfaces of the room were also measured by means 
of the Spectra Meter. Several sheets of pure white blotting paper 
were used as standards of comparison for this purpose. The re-
flectances of these were determined by taking brightness meas-
urements of the surface under a uniform level of lighting in com-
parison with the brightness measurements of a freshly scraped 
sample of magnesium carbonate. The latter is employed as a 
basic lighting standard with a known reflectance of 98 percent. 
The reflectance of the blotting paper was determined by means 
of a simple equation of proportions to be 87 percent . . 
These sheets of blotting paper were in turn used in de-
termining the percent of reflectance of the (1) desk-tops; 
(2) furniture; (3) floor; (4) upper wall; (5) lower wall; and (6) 
chalkboard. 
Brightness measurements were first taken on the surface 
to be measured. The blotting paper was then secured to the 
surface at the same location with a strip of masking tape and, 
without moving the meter, another measurement was. taken. 
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The simple equation of proportions yields the reflectance of the 
surface with the blotting paper, used as the standard of 87 percent 
reflectance. 
Determination of color.-- The Munsell Value Scales were 
used in order to determine and identify the colors of painted 
surfaces, and to provide a check upon the reflectance values of 
dark, poorly illuminated surfaces. The Mun:sell color designation 
system "· ... is bas.ed on an orderly classification of over 1, 000 
opaque surface color samples which lends itself readily to 
')./ 
arrangement in the color solid. " 
Colors were identified and reflectances were arrived at 
by a process of matching the surface to be tested with a color 
chip of known hue, chroma, value, and reflectance. 
Figure 3 repre.sents the Munsell color system in graphic 
form. The color is designated according to its value, hue, and 
chroma. The color solid is divided along its vertical axis into 
equally perceptible value units j along radii into equally per-
ceptible chroma units; and radially into constant hue lines. The hue 
is the name of the color, the value is its lightness or darkness, and 
the chroma is its strength or purity as compared with a gray of 
the same value. 
1/ I. E. S. Lighting Handbook, op. cit. ;> .p. 8. 
• 
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This classification permits ready identification of any color 
sample. 
NAME SYMBOLS WHITE 
RED 
YELLOW-RED 15 YR WHITE 
YELLOW 25 Y 
GREEN-YELLOW 35 GY 
CDREEN 45 Y 10 
BLUE-GREEN 55 BG 
BLUE 85 B 9 
PURPLE-BLUE 75 PB 
PURPLE 85 P 





Figure 3. The Graphical R epresentation of the Munsell 
Color System, with Value Units along the 
Vertical Axis, Chroma Units along the Radii, 
and Hue Units along the Periphery. 
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Record photographs. -- Black-and-white photographs were 
taken of each classroom. In addition, photographs were also taken 
of conditions which either contributed to or hindered visual ef-
ficiency. Certain of these have been employed as illustrative 
figures in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
VISUA L EFFICIENCY OF ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING 
IN THIRTEEN SELECTED CLASSROOMS 
1. The Classification of Lighting Fixtures 
Types of lighting fixtures.-- Lighting fixtures are classi-
fied in terms of the proportions of light which they direct upward 
and downward. Fixtures which direct 90 percent or more of their 
light downward are referred to as direct fixtures. Those which 
direct 90 percent or more of their light upward against the ceiling 
are known as indirect fixtures. Those which direct various propor-
tions within these two extremes are known as semi-direct, general 
diffuse, or semi-indirect. 
In all, thirteen systems of classroom lighting were studied. 
They included installations of the following types: ( 1} direct 
incandescent fixtures; (2} semi-direct incandescent fixtures; (3} In-
direct incarrdesce:nt fixtures.; (4) direct fluorescent fixtures.; and 
(5) semi-indirect fluorescent fixtures. No installations of general 
diffuse fixtures were found in recently built elementary s.chool 
classrooms in Massachusetts, and none are reported herein. 
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The designations commonly referred to by the electrical 
trade of the particular fixtures studied are as follows: 
1. the direct incandescent fixtures. - "recessed, flush, 
lensplate incandescent"; 
2. semi-direct incandes·cent fixtures - "semi-direct 
prismatic enclosing globe incandescent"; 
3. indirect incandescent fixtures - "concentric, three-
ring incandescent"; 
4. direct fluorescent fixtures - "direct louvered, or 
egg-crate, fluorescent''i 
5. semi-indirect fluorescent fixtures - "semi-indirect 
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Figure 4 shows the five classifications of fixtures and their 
appearance in terms of the proportions of light which they direct 
upward and downward. 
2. Evaluation of the Lighting Systems 
Tabulation of data. -- Table 5 presents graphically the 
tabulation of the data compiled on forms A and B. A detailed 
analysis of these data follows, each fixture being considered in 
alphabetical order and in the type group to which it belongs. 
Columns (1}, (2}, and (3) are self-explanatory. Column (4) 
recapitulates the data compiled on form A pertaining to the 
observer's general impressions of the room. It is concerned 
more with visual comfort in terms of ease of seeing and the 
pleasant environment than with the level of illumination excepting 
as the latter effects visual comfort. The rating scale of 1 to 4 
corresponds to the designations Comfortable, Acceptable, 
Uncomfortable, and Very Uncomfortable employed on form A. 
Columns (5) to (10) inclusive comprise a tabulation of the 
data recorded on form B. 
Column (ll) is an Evaluation of the Visual Efficiency of 
each lighting system based upon the data recorded in Columns 
(3) to (10) inclusive. Each lighting system is classified Excellent, 
hOleS 'rabul&~i on of the data compiled !or each iDe\&llatioa aD4 ~uat1on o! ViiiU&l ltrtcieDCT• 
School "rn>e o! 14e&D ~~on Fixture Bri~htn .. a BaUoa •• 1nluaUea .r fixture loot- Brightneso in ~":~ ;op =--- .. l!b:.ilrb oar4 ceiitac ~XiUi; . Vi~ l!!iciene,r candlea Com!ort • l _ootluberh Floor 
(1) (2) (J) (4) (.5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
A Direct ) ) .8 4 0°:49,000 
leno-Plate 4.5°: 7,200 1 to ,6 1 to ,J S.O to 1 1 to .23 1 to' 1241 UnaatiafiiCtOl'J 
Inc&lldueent 
B . . 1),9 4 0°::6,)00 
. 4.50•1,6oo -
1 to ,7 1 to ,a<;; a.o to 1 i to ,14 1 to 941 UnaaU afaeto17 
c Direct l ouvred .51.7 2t 0°:1,9.50 1 to .a 1 to ,4 a.o to 1 1 to J,9 1 to a.o l&lr 
fluorescent 4.5°:1,140 -
D . . 51 • .5 2i ~0:1,940 1 to .e 1 to ,4 7.9 to 1 1 to ),9 1 to _8,J l&ir 0:1,120 
i Sed-direct )7,8 4 0°:28,7.50 1 to ,6 1 to ,4 6,0 to 1 1 to · .5,6 1 to 7JJ Unaatiafactol'J . 
Globe-lena 45°:11,000 
Inc&lldeac~nt 
, . . 26,) 4 13°:26 000 1 to ,6 1 to ,.5 · J,6 to 1 1 to .5,8 1 to .5.59 UnaaUa~tOl'J 
4.5°1! e:1oo 
G Selli-Indirect 41,4 2 oo= 290 1 to ,6 1 to ,4 2,1> to 1 1 to 4 • .5 1 to ·1,9 llaocl. 
lluqrescent 4.50= 290 
II . . 28,J - 2 oo. 4.50· H3 1 to • 7 1 to ,4 · 4,1· to 1 1 to 7,6 1 to 1,4 Goat 
I 
' 
I . . )7.4 2 ~8: ~  1 to ,6 1 to ,J .5.1 to 1 1 ·to .5,2 1 to 0,7 GOod I 





I • . 1),8 J oo. 4.50: J~ 1 to ,6 1 to ,2 7,0 to 1 1 to 4,1 1 to 11 Unaatiafactol'J 
L . • . 22,4 2i ~~ 20 1 to ,6 1 to ,.5 2,8 to 1 1 to 7,9 1 to 4,0 Poor .5.50 
-
- il Concentric llllli ij}:4 J o~. 1zg 1 to ,7 1 to' ,2 8,4 to 1 1 to 4,.5 1 to 13· Unaati af11C\OJ'7 
DC!IIa J-riut; 4.5 • 2,1 
!neandesee11t 
s )0 vorl<- 00:1,000 A.s.•. .A.s.A. A,S,A, A,S.J., I A,II,A, 




lor conYanienee in compariaon, the reccmmendat tona !or.~ wherein the7 &pp17 are incladed. in the botto. row, 
• UtiJI€ on Viaual Com!ort, baaed upoa data compiled on lora A. Scala 1-4 1a in daaceii41Df: order and corr .. poa4a u tollowal 
1-Excellant; 2-Good; )-Acceptable; 4-Unaathtaet01'7• · 
•• 'rba Brif htneaa 3atio• are the ratiot or the 1urtaee brightneaa or the \aak an4. apeeitic .arfaoaa in the aurraan41ac Yi.ual field, 
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Good, Fair, Poor, or Unsatisfactory, with a rating of 4 points for 
Excellent, 3 points for Good, 2 for Fair, 1 for Poor, and 0 for 
Unsatisfactory. A subtractive system was employed in assigning 
these classifications. One point was deducted for an inadequacy in 
Mean Footcandles, Column (3), not exceeding 10 percent. Two 
points were deducted for fixture brightnesS'es which were not more 
than four times the recommended levels in either zone. One point 
was also deducted for brightness ratios in Columns (6) to (10) 
inclusive, which were in excess of 100 percent less than or greater 
than recommended standards. 
In all instances where a seriously inadequate level of illumina-
tion was recorded in Column (3), the system was evaluated as 
Unsatis-factory. This decision was based upon the research cited 
1/ 
in the foregoing relative to the level of illumination needed for 
maximum visual performance. Proper brightnesses and brightness 
ratios become meaningle5sif the level of illumination is seriously 
inadequate. 
In those instances where exce.f?sively high measurements 
recorded in Column (5) indicated fixture brightnesses greatly 
1 I H. C. Weston, op. cit. 
_.-· 
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exceeding the recommendations, the rating of Unsatisfactory was 
1/ 
again applied. This decision was based upon the res:earch cited 
in the foregoing chapters: which revealed the serious effect of high 
brightnesses and brightness contrasts upon vision. 
Direct recessed incandescent.-- Both schools A and B have 
fixtures of the flush recessed type with only the lens of the fixture 
visible from within the room. All light is directed downward. 
In School A twelve fixtures are installed in three rows of four 
fixtures each with the rows parallel to the window wall. 
An adequate level of illumination wa.s provided. This schoo-l 
was rated 4, or Unsatisfactory, on the Scale of Visual Comfort 
because of the existence of strong shadows, high direct glare, and 
relatively high indirect glare. Directly under the fixture, the 
brightnesses were 50 times as great, and in the 45-degree zone 
25 times as great as· the recomm·endation of the American Standards 
Association. 
Careful attention was given in this room to the use of 
lightly highly reflective colora in dull finishes, and the ratios 
in Columns (6) to ( 8) are within acceptable limits. The ratios 
1/ D. B. Harmon, op. cit. 
in Columns (9} and (10}, however, are excessive. School A was 
given a rating in Column (ll} of Unsatisfactory. 
.so 
As described above, School B was given a rating of Unsatis-
factory because of the seriously inadequate level of illumination. 
It, however, was not only deficient in quantity, but also in several 
other respects. The surface brightness of the fixture exceeded 
the recommended limits. The ratio of task to floor was also greater 
than the acceptable limits since, contrary to generally accepted 
practice, the floor was a dark brown asphalt tile of very low 
reflectance. Similarly, while t ·he ratio of task to ceiling was ex-
cessively low, the ratio of task to chalkboard wa.sr nearly three times 
as great as the recommended maximum of the A merican Standards 
Association. The direct nature of the light source which was at 
the same time inadequate in quantity, coupled with the existence 
of floors and chalkboards of very low reflectance, combined to 
produce heavy shadows, objectionable brightness contrasts, and a 
generally unsatisfactory visual environment. 
Figure 5 indicates the contrast between the light and dark 
areas on the upper wall resulting from the downward cone of light 
directed by the fixtures, and the absence of illumination on the 
ceiling which characterizes these installations. 
Figure 5 . Unevert Distribution of Light on Upper Wall, 
and Relative Lack of Brightness of Ceiling 
Characteristic of Direct- Lens Incandescent 
Ins·tallation 
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Direct louvered fluorescent:-- The fixtures in schools C and 
D are of the suspended louvered fluorescent type installed in two 
rows parallel to the window wall, each 32' 0" long . Plastic .side 
panels serve to reduce the brightness of the exposed fluorescent 
Bos ton Uni vers ity 
School of Education 
Library 
.. I .. ..,...~._.._,_,F.,.,. ·r- ~ I 
lamps in the 45 ,.. 90 degree zone; The surface brightness of the 
lamps is masked by an egg-crate louver providing a visual cut-off 
approximately 35 degrees at right angles to the lamp and 45 degrees 
parallel to the lamp. Since these two rooms present highly similar 
conditions, they will be considered together. 
The surface brightness of the fixtures in the 45-degree zone 
was in both instances found to be nearly four times the recommended 
maximum. Similarly, the brightness taken directly below the 
fixtures exceeded by 100 percent the recommendations of the Ameri-
can Standards Association. Specular reflections from the task, 
particularly from the page of an illustrated magazine, were 
noticeable and somewhat distracting. Some reflected glare was 
noted from the plastic surfaces of adjacent desk-tops. This indirect 
glare obtained despite the fact that careful attention had been given 
to providing light highly reflective surfaces in dull matte finishes 
1/ 
in this school. In this connection, studies have revealed that 
reducing the brightness of a fixture producing specular reflection 
from 1200 footlamberts to 200 footlamberts has been found to have 
practically the same effect upon visibility as increasing the level of 
illumination by 60 percent. 
1/ Howard M. Sharp, op. cit., p.l87. 
-· A rating of 2-1/2 was given to these installations on the 
Scale of Visual Comfort. This corresponds to a Good rating. 
In both schools, the task to chalkboard ratio was 2-2/3 
of that recommended. In consideration of the degree of direct 
and reflected glare in these installations, and of the task to 
chalkboard ratio, an evaluation of Fair was assigned to both 
schools. 
Semi-direCt globe leris incandesc€mt. -"" The fixtures in 
schools E and F are of the suspended type, with the lamp com-
pletely enclosed within a prismatic glass globe. The globe is 
• 
designed in two separate parts, an upper cone which, by means 
of its design, directs light against the ceiling, and a lower bowl 
• 
which distributes the direct or downward component. Both 
these schools have square rooms with a clerestory providing 
natural lighting on the inner wall. The lights are installed in 
three rows of four fixtures with the rows parallel to the window 
wall. 
Both installations provide an adequate level of illumina-
tion. Both were given a rating of 4, or Unsatisfactory, on the 
Scale of Visual Comfort, due to the fact that the fixtures present 
an intensely bright light source in the field of view . 
• 
School E was found to have a surface brightness in the 
45 degree zone 37 times as great as recommended limits. The 
brightness in the zone directly under the fixture was 29 t;i.mes 
greater than recommended limits. 
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In School F, which had less bright fixtures, the fixture 
brightnesses were found to be 27 times brighter in the 45 ·degree 
zone and 26 times brighter in the 0- degree zone than recommended. 
In both ins:tallations, direct glare was so intense as to 
produce a sensation bordering on visual shock recorded by both 
observers. Reflected glare was very apparent despite the fact 
that much care had evidently been exercised in selecting light 
reflective colors in dull matte finishes. 
The classroom desks_, although of acceptable color, had 
plastic tops which provided some specular reflection. Similarly, 
the chair seats and structural members of the desks were 
finished with materials of a slight gloss. 
The photograph in Figure 6 reveals the existence of re-
flected glare from the structural members of a classroom de_sk 
and chair. 
Figure 6. Specular Reflections from Desk and Chair 
Resulting from Combination of Bright 
Light Source and the Use of Non-Diffuse 
Finishes 
Because of the intensely bright light sources which pro-
duced high direct and indirect glare, both schools were rated 
Unsatisfactory. 
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Semi-indir·ect luminous fluorescent. -- Schools· G, H, and · 
I are lighted by means of so-called luminous indirect fluorescent 
fixtures. These are of the suspended type installed in two con-
tinuous rows parallel to the window wall. A continuous sheet of 
diffusing plastic is mounted below ~he fixture so that the exposed 
lamps are not in the field of view. The major component of the 
I 
light is directed against the ceiling, and the room is. lighted by 
reflected light. 
All three installations were found to provide an adequate 
level of illumination. The installation in school H is significant 
since it exemplifies an erro~ frequently made in connection with 
installations of indirect and semi-indirect lighting, namely, the 
installation of the acoustical treatment on the ceiling. 
The mo·st efficient white paint yet developed reflects only 
85 percent of the light falling upon it. This means that under 
optimal conditions, 15 percent of the light falling upon such a 
.surface is absorbed and wasted. Acoustical tile, when new, has 
a reflectance of from 72 to 78 percent, depending upon the manu-
facture. As with all materials, as it ages it becomes dusty and 
dirty, and the reflectance drops. This particular installation wa.s 
found to have a reflectance of 70 percent. Instead of having 
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15 percent of the light absorbed by the ceiling, in this installation 
30 percent was being wasted. Moreover, research studies reveal 
that the practice of installing acoustical treatment on the ceiling is 
1/ 
less efficient and more expensive than other methods. 
Each of these three schools was rated 2, or Good, on the 
Scale of Visual Comfort. In each case, the surface brightnesses 
of the fixtures are within acceptable limits. With two exceptions, 
those of the tasks to chalkboards in Schools G and I, the brightness 
contrasts of the room surfaces are also within approved limits. 
In school G, the task-to-chalkboard ratio was one-third higher 
than recommended, and in school I was two-thirds higher than 
recommended. In each instance there was found to be very little 
contrast between fixture and ceiling. 
In school G, however, a continuous dark band .one inch 
wide at the bottom of the fixture, and running its entire length, 
contrasted sharply with the brightness of the luminous plastic it 
served to support. The elimination of the metal band would im-
prove the visual continuity of the luminous plastic surface and would 
help in blending the fixture in an unobtrusive manner with the 
brightly illuminated ceiling. 
1/ Basil Castaldi, 11Sound Control in Classrooms, 11 unpublished 
doctoral dissertation, Teachers College, Columbia University, 
New York, 1952. 
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In school H, the fixtures are joined tagether to provide 
continuous runs by means of bands of metal three and one-half 
inches wide running eros swise of the fixture every four feet. As in 
the case of school G, the elimination of these bands which appear 
dark when the fixture is illuminated would improve the appearance 
of this installation. 
In school I, this cross -banding of metal exists every 
two feet on the fixture as a support for the plastic diffusing shields. 
The elimination of these strips would improve the appearance of the 
installation. 
A ll three of these installations were allotted an evaluation 
of Good on the Scale of Visual Efficiency. 
Concenfric three-ring indirect incandescent. -- Schools J, K , 
and L represent installations of the popular concentric, three-ring, 
incandescent fixture. · The fixture is a simple one consisting of an 
incandescent lamp silvered at the bottom so as to direct all light 
against the ceiling, and surrounded by three concentric sheet-metal 
rings painted flat white. The purpose of the ring.s is both to reflect 
the light and to provide a cutoff preventing a direct view of the bright 
area of the lamp. This is the type of installation most commonly 
seen in new school buildings.. In each of these three schools, two 
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rows of fixt ures were installed with the rows· parallel to the 
window wall. In school J, each row cons:isted of three fixtures, 
while in schools K and L each row consisted of four fixtures. 
' 
In each school the error was made of installing the 
acoustical tile treatment on the ceiling. In school J, the mean 
reflectance from this surface was only 67 percent despite the fact 
that the building was only fourteen months old. In school J, the 
use of dark natural slate chalkboards produced a task-to-chalkboard 
ratio three times that recommended. Schools J and K were rated 
3, or Uncomfortable, on the Scale of Visual Comfort because of: 
1. the appearance of the fixture as an obtrusive 
dark center of very low brightness, s.urrounded 
by three concentric white rings 50 percent 
brighter than recommended levels permit. 
2. the low level of illumination which affected 
both visual comfort and the pleasurable sensation 
which accompanies good seeing conditions. 
In both schools J and K , Visual Efficiency was. evaluated 
as Unsatisfactory becaus.e of the seriously inadequate level of 
illumination provided. 
School L was given a rating of 2-1/2 on the Scale of 
Visual Comfort. Despite the fact that the light level in this school 
is 10 percent below the minimum recommended, all brightness 
ratios were well within acceptable limits. The surface brightness 
of the fixture pre·13ented contrasts similar to those described in 
schools J and K. The central portion of the fixture appears as a 
dark spot surrounded by concentric rings, the brightness of which 
approaches twice the maximum recommended. The evaluation of 
this installation on the basis of Visual Efficiency was Poor. 
Luminous concentric three-ring incandescent.-- School M 
represents an installation of a fixture highly similar to that of the 
standard three-ring incandescent, but with concentric rings of 
plastic rather than of metal painted flat white. These rings are 
intended to diffuse the light as well as to provide a vis·ual cutoff. 
The room is rectangular, located· at a corner of a four-room 
addition, and receives natural light from two adjacent window 
walls. Three rows of four fixtures each are mounted with the 
rows parallel to the longer window wall. 
The level of illumination in this school was adequate, the 
mean exceeding 40 footcandles. The surface brightness of the 
fixtures, however, was considerably above the allowable maximum. 
In the 45-degree zone, the surface brightness was seven times 
as great as the _American Standards A ssociation recommends. In 
the 0-degree zone, the brightness was within desirable limits. 
The high brightness of the light source produced con-
siderable direct glare in the visual field. The photograph in 
Figure 7 indicates the general design of the fixture . 
Figure 7. Specular R eflection on Desk-Tops Resulting 
from H igh B rightnes-s of the Light Source 




The use of rather glossy paints and surface finishes in the 
room, coupled with the absence of shades at the window, accounts 
for the considerable amount of reflected glare in the room. 
Figure 8 reveals the degree of reflected glare from window glass 
and from painted steel members of the window frames. A rating 
of 4, or Unsatisfactory, on Visual Comfort was assigned to this 
school. 
The brightness contrast between task and chalkboard in 
this school was the second highest of the thirteen installations 
studied. Because of the presence of direct and reflected glare 
and the high tas k -to-chalkboard ratio, an evaluation of Unsatis-
factory was as signed to this school. 
Summary of the chapter.-- An analysis of the foregoing 
table reveals that of the thirteen lighting systems studied, seven 
were found to be unsatisfactory in terms of visual efficiency. Of 
these seven, three were rejected because of serious inadequacy 
in the level of illumination which they provided. These were: 
1. school B, a Direct Lens Plate Incandescent 
installation. 
2. s.chools J and K , two of the concentric, 3-ring 
Incandescent installations. 
In addition to these three schools, A, E, F, and M were 
judged unsatisfactory because of high source of brightness, high 
brightness contrasts of the room surfaces, or both. 
Of all installations tested, the three schools with the 
Semi-Indirect Fluorescent installations received the highest 
evaluation. The two schools with the Direct Fluorescent installa-
tions were evaluated as being next best in visual efficiency. 
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For convenience a capital letter has been used to refer to 
e.ach of the Thirteen lighting installations. in this chapter. This 
procedure will also be followed in chapters VI and Vll. ·Each of 
these systems is identified in Appendix 11Bu .as to the school system, 
the particular school, the room number and the grade level. 
CHAPTER VI 
COSTS OF INSTALLJNG AND OPERATING 
LIGI1TJNG SYSTEMS IN THIRTEEN SELECTED CLASSROOMS 
1. Costs of Installation 
Determining the costs of installation:-- The costs of in-
stallation of scho-ol lighting systems is difficult to determine. No 
uniform practice obtains as_ to what is included in the contract of 
the electrical subcontractor. In one school this_ contract will 
include only the labor and materials needed to provide lighting 
and a minimum level of electrical service in the building. In 
another school the contract may include also the finishing and in-
stalling of: 
1. elaborate equipment for heating controls. 
2. a public address system. 
3. telephone intercommunication. 
4. a fire-alarm system. 
In these situations, the cost of the lighting installation tends 
. 
to become a _ small proportion of the total contract price and is fre-
quently, therefore, less ca_refully accounted for. 
- 64-
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Most electrical contractors, and particularly those operat-
ing large organizations, conduct careful analyses of the costs of 
labor and materials for each work project. Such analyses provide 
them with information essential for: 
1. determining the efficiency of their business operation. 
2. eliminating errors and omissions, and improving 
generally their practices of estimating on contract 
work. 
3. the filing of Federal business income returns. 
Some contractors, usually those who operate small organi-
zations, do not keep accurate and complete cost records. Their 
bid proposals are frequently made on the basis of a more or less 
casual inspection of the plans and specifications. Often the de-
termining factor in the quotation they submit is the similarity of 
the project under consideration in terms of size and scope with 
some previous contract on which they have been successful. 
Construction of a reference guide. -- With practices varying 
between these two extremes, differences in the reported costs 
for what apparently is the quantity and kind of work were antici-
pated in this study. Accordingly, a procedure was established 
in an attempt to eliminate the inherent possibilities of error. The 
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cost of the fixtures to the electrical contractor was first secured 
from electrical supply houses. The discount customarily extended 
to electrical contractors by the supply houses was taken, and the 
net cost of the fixture material established as a base. To this 
base was then added: 
1. the cost of labor and materials for the necessary 
work in connection with wiring for the installation 
based upon prevailing labor rates. Reliable 
1/ 
estimating guides prepared for such purposes 
were employed as guides in the determining of 
these unit costs .. 
2. a flat percentage rate to provide for overhead and 
profit customarily charged by the electrical con-
tractor. 
3. a percentage to provide for overhead and profit 
customarily charged by the general contractor. 
4. the percentage established for the particular project 
to cover the cost of architectural fees. 
With this total on file as a reference guide, the architect 
was in each instance then requested to ascertain the cost to the 
community of: (1) a typical classroom fixture hung in place, 
1/ Robert Snow Means, Building· Construction Cos.t Data, Robert 
Snow Means, Duxbury, Ma.ss., 1953. 
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(2} a fixture outlet wired and ready to receive the fixture from, 
but not including, the wall switches. These prices were then com-
pared with thos·e previously established as reference guides. 
Where the difference was insignificant (less than 15 percent}, the 
figures submitted by the architect were employed in the study. 
In those instances where the prices received were found 
to differ by more than 15 percent from the reference guide, the 
following procedure was then followed: 
1. discussions were held with the electrical subcon-
tractor, and with the electrical engineer who 
designed the installation. 
2. the electrical plans and specifications for the school 
in question were carefully examined. 
By following this procedure it was possible to isolate and to 
identify the variable factors responsible for the differences 
between the reported costs and the reference guides. In no in-
stance was it found impossible to reconcile these differences. 
Table 6 gives the analysis of the costs of installations in 
the thirteen schools studied. 
Table 6 The Total Cost per Classroom of Lighting Systems Installe~ in Thirteen Selected Massachusetts School Buildings. 
--scnool rue of No. of Cost each Total cost Cost each Total cost all Number Coat each Total Cost Total Installed ture Fixtures Fixture Wi:i-ed Fix- Wired Fixture Switches Switch &1."]; awi tches Coat all all Ftx1ures per Class hung in Col. l X ture Out- Outl(t~ Required Installed Col., (8)XCol. (9) Fi)tr_es ct room place • Col. let •• Col. J XCol.(6) ••• (.S (7) l1o) 
(1) (2) (1} (4) (S) (6) (?) (8) (9) (10) {11) . 
A Direct Lens- 12 21.70 260,4() lJ.bO 160.80 . J p.6S J!±.& 4~6.1~ 
Plate Incand. 
B " " 12 20.4.5 242.40 lO.flO 129.60 J 9.60 ~ 40).80 




" " 8 .57.9.5 46).60 19.60 )9.20 2 11. 7.5 . 2).50 ~26 1 uo 
li: Semi-direct 12 
Globe-lens 





" " 12 22.10 26~.~0 7.80 ~ J 10.10 lQ..lQ. ' Ja2.1Q 
G Semi-idirect 
Fluorescent 
16 )2.16 514.56 17.?6 . .liaJ& 2 10.8.5 ~ ~~.za 
H II 
" 
14 JJ.l4 46J.26 16.?0 ~ 2 10.6.5 ~ u~ .. ~~ 
I 
" " 
8 65.28 s.:~.~4 18.92 ~ 2 n.l.Kl ~ s~.~ 
J Concentric 6 17.22 101.22 11.80 ~ 2 ' 10.6.5 n..l2 12~.4~ J-riug 
Incandescent 
K 
" " 8 1.5.80 126.40 11.42 ~ 2 10.60 21.20 _ 2J8.J6 
L 
" • 8 1? • .5.5 1!±2.2Q 1).40 lQZ.~Q 2 n.eo ~- ~~.~0 
M ~in~• J• 12 1.5.4.5 18'i .. 40 s.oo ~ ~ 10. 7.5 -i~ .... IK1 
ng DC&nd. 
• The coat of each "fixture huog in place" represent• the total installed price of each fixture only • 
•• The coat of each "fixture outlet• represents the total installed price of each ceiling fixture box required, wired from the wall 
switch, and ready to receiTe the fixture, 
••• The coat of •each twitch installed" represents the total inatalled price of the twitch outlet boxes in the wall, the ~~~ • 






Variations in price level's.-- Some variations in cost are 
evident in Table 6. Certain of these are the result of different 
structural conditions in the particular school, as well as the 
nature of the design of the electrical engineer . Others are due 
to the fact that the construction of these buildings took place 
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from 1950 to 1953, a period during which the cost of materials and 
of labor increased each year. The prevailing rates of labor and 
the price levels of materials at the time of construction are other 
factors in the variances found above. 
Table 7 is a recapitulation of the total installation costs 
of the lighting systems in the thirteen schools, adjusted to the 
labor rates and material pric_e levels of March, 1953. In order to 
obviate this difference due to the time of construction, the adjusted 
costs will be employed in the analyses following . 
2. The Costs of Operation 
Factors in cost analyses. --The primary points of compari-
son in a cost analysis of lighting are (1) the total initial investment, 
and (2) the total annual lighting co:st. The total initial investment 
is essential since it reveals the amount of money which must be 

















Comparison of Actual Total Costs of Classroom Light- . 
ing-Systems in the Thirteen Sc4ools Studied with 
Costs Adjusted to Labor and Material Price Levels, 
Together with the Rank Order of the Installations 
on the Ba sis of Adjusted Prices 
Total Costs Rank Order 
Actual Total Adjusted to on Basis 
Type of Costs of Light- Price Levels of Adjusted 
Fixture ing Svstems of f1arch 19£53 Prices (2) (3) J41 (5) 
Direct Lens 
Plate In-
candescent 456.15 456 . 15 8 
II 403 . 80 4SO.t)O 2 
Direct 
Lowered 
Fluorescent 529.68 529._68 10 
II S26.30 ')26.30 9 
Semi-direct 
Globe Lens 
Incandescent 3_44.85 3.85.50 5 
II 389 . 10 389.10 6 
Semi-indirect 
Fluorescent S71.78 S9'3 . 7S 12 
II 518.66 543.26 11 
II 
_282. 88 601.40 1'3 
Concentric 
3-ring 
195 . 42 Incandescent 216.5S 1 
II 238.36 26'3.65 2 
II 271.20 278 . 70 3 
Luminous 
3-ring Incan-
descent 324 .40 324 . LI-o 4 
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cost is used as the sole means of comparing the costs of proposed 
installations . 
Cost of electrical current.-- Contrary to general opinion, 
the cost of electrical current varies from community to community, 
and from school to school. Neighboring towns which buy their 
electric power from the same company usually pay different net 
amounts for a similar consumption of electrical energy. This is 
due to the fact that the utility company must provide capacity in 
service facilities for a load which is seldom experienced. It must 
be equal to that needed should every light and every appliance be 
used at one time. The power company must provide transformers 
and service lines which would take care of the total load if: 
1 . all fan, heating and ventilating motors were operating. 
2. all lights in the building were turned on. 
3. every electrical outlet was being used to operate 
vis-ual aid equipment, cleaning equipment, home-
making or some other kind of electrical equipment. 
T his situation seldom obtains in a school. In New England 
it is most nearly approached during the months of December and 
January. During the dark days of these winter months the needs 
for lighting and for heat combine to produce a total load which 
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approaches the maximum possible load. Conversely, the lowest 
consumption is usually recorded during the months of September, 
October, May and June. 
Demand and corisumptiori charges.-- In view of this need 
for providing service to the building and facilities in the generat-
ing plant in excess of normal needs, most utility companies 
predicate their rates upon a so-called "demand charge." This 
charge is usually calculated on either a kilovoltampere or a 
kilowatt basis, and in terms of the maximum load for which the 
entrance switches to the building are fused. The basic charge 
for each month for each school is usually a percentage of this 
load . The actual monthly consumption of current is based upon, 
the meter reading in kilowatt hour·s, the unit which ,covers the 
provision of l, 000 watts of current for a one-hour period. This 
latter rate differs from the demand rate and is usually on a sliding 
scale basis, so that the greater the consumption, the lower the 
rate. 
In each of the schools examined, the rate structure and 
the distribution of the monthly charges were carefully studied. 
The median of the charges over the previous full year period 
was calculated. In those instances where the building had not 
yet been in use for a full year, the median was calculated on the 
basis of the dis·tribution made up of the known months·, and the 
estimated charges for the remaining months of the year. 
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Table 8 provides a comparison of the annual costs of own-
ing and operating each of the thirteen lighting systems studied. 
Four factors affect the total annual operating cost of a lighting 
system. They are: 
1. the annual charge for amortizing the original 
cost of installation. 
2. the annual charges for electrical current. 
3. the annual .cost of cleaning of the equipment. 
4. the annual cost of replacing burned-out lamps 
and fluorescent starters. 
The term of amortization was determined after. careful 
investigation of modal practice in the state. The Massachusetts 
School Building Assistance Commission reports that virtually all 
schools constructed under the state financial assistance program 
were financed over a twenty-year term. Accordingly, this term 
was employed in the calculations of Table 8. 
Annual use in hours .. -- In order to determine with 
reasonable accuracy the actual number of hours which each sys·tem 
• 
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20 yrs, at 1 
inter•r~) •• 
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operates, an analysis was made in these and in simila.r buildings 
during the past year. Inspections were made to determine the 
number of hours which each kind of school lighting system was 1n 
use in clear weather, in cloudy weather, and in stormy weather. 
It was determined that in rectangular classrooms with 
unilateral natural lighting, the artificial lights were in use 66 per-
cent of every school day. In buildings with natural lighting from 
two adjacent window walls, the lights were in use 55 percent of 
the school day. In buildings with bilateral natural lighting, the 
lights were in use 44 percent of the school day. Based upon a 
school-day of five hours and a school-year of 180 days, these 
proportions were used in the calculations of annual use. 
The annual costs of electrical current were, of course, 
derived by multiplying the total wattage of the installation by the 
annual use in hours, and by the rate per kilowatt hour. 
Cleaning of equipment. -- No provision was made for the 
cost of periodic cleaning of the fixtures so as to in.sure maximum 
or near-maximum light emission. In each instance the maintenance 
of fixtures is provided by the school custodial staff. Since these 
men are regular employees of the . school system, no additional 
cost is incurred in the cleaning of fixtures. 
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Replacing lamps and starters.-- As with maintenance, the 
labor of replacing burned-out lamps and fluorescent starters is 
done by the school custodians. Since no additional cost is incurred 
by the school sys·tem for this service, this item as included on 
Table 8 covers only the cost of materials. 
The life of the lamps was taken from manufacturers' 
tables of ''average lamp life." 
Relative annual cost.-- In order to facilitate direct com-
parison of the data in Table 8, the annual lighting cost has been 
expressed also in terms of the Relative Annual Lighting Cost. 
In these calculations, the least expensive installation was ex-
pressed as having a relative cost of 1. 00. 
It is also apparent from an inspection of Table 8 that a 
fallacy in comparisons of annual lighting costs exists, since some 
of the more expensive installations: actually are providing con-
siderably more illumination than those whose costs are apparently 
lower. Relating Table 8 to Table 5 reveals also that the more 
expensive installations are, in several instances, providing 
better light than those whose costs are apparently lower. In 
order to compare the true economics, the relative costs per 
footcandle for each installation have also been calculated. As 
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in the Relative A nnual Lighting Cost, the least expensive installa-
tion was expressed as having a . relative cost of l. 00. 
Several facts are revealed by an analysis of Table 8. One 
is that low initial inves.tment is a poor and unreliable way of 
judging the real cost of a lighting installation. Low cost in-
stallations which provide inadequate illumination are not only low 
in visual efficiency but are poor investments, since in most in-
stances little additional money is required to provide adequate 
systems. 
It is apparent that school F, which is globe lens incan-
descent, has the lowest Relative Annual Operating Cost. Study 
indicates, however, that the advantages of school Fare not due 
to the efficient operation of the installation. Rather, they are the 
result of: {1) the exis:tence of the lowest power rate of the schools 
studied, and {2) the lowest annual hourly use of the schools 
studied. This latter is brought about by the better distribution of 
daylight in buildings provided with bilateral natural lighting. 
These facts are revealed when the annual us.e of system F 
is set at 600 hours and the rate set at the median of all the rates 
studied. System F then ranks eleventh rather than first in annual 
operating cost. Despite this, the system actually provides only a 
bare minimum of light of unsatisfactory quality. 
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Comparisons of direct and indirect installations.-- Of all 
the lighting systems studied, the fluorescent systems, both direct 
and indirect, are best in terms of relative annual cost per foot-
candle. In this respect, system C ranks first. Systems C and D, 
however, were both evaluated .on yisual efficiency one rank lower 
than systems G, H, and I. The presence of direct and reflected 
glare in both C and D tend to indicate that unless the differenc.e 
in cost were prohibitive, indirect fluorescent systems should be 
selected. Table 8 reveals that the difference in cost between the 
most efficient semi-indirect installation, school G, and either 
C or D is insignificant. In twenty years, generally considered to 
be the life of electrical fixtures, system G would cost only $56. 8 0 
per classroom more to own and to operate than system C. Because 
of its inherent superiority at only slightly higher cost, G will be 
used as a standard in this discussion. 
Comparison of system G with Lens-Plate Installations.--
The total cost of installation of system G is some $ll5 more than 
that of A. The annual savings in operating cos.t of system G, how-
ever, would. pay for this difference in outlay in slightly over two 
years of operation. Similarly, the difference in outlay between 
G and B can be made up in less than six years of operation. 
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Moreover, both A and B are installations of the direct lens -plate 
design which were evaluated as Unsatisfactory. It is apparent, 
then, that these two installations are not only undesirable from the 
standpoint of visual efficiency but, when considered over the life 
of the fixture, are also more expensive. 
Comparison of system G with direct fluorescents. -- As could 
be expected, systems C and D yielded the lowest relative annual 
cost per footcandle. The presence of direct and reflected glare 
in both schools resulted in systems G and D being evaluated Fair 
as compared with G, H, and I which were evaluated as Good. The 
difference in costs between system G and system C over a twenty-
year life period is only $56. 80. In a twenty-room building, this di£-
ference in cost would total less than $1200. 
Few communities would not be able to afford this insignifi-
cant added cost necessary to provide top-quality classroom lighting 
for its school children. 
Comparison of system G and globe-lens incandescents. --
Fixtures E and F, globe-lens incandescent systems, were evaluated 
I 
Unsatisfactory because of high direct and indirect glare. In spite of 
this, system E, which comes nearest to providing the same light as 
system G, costs only $2 less per year to operate. In other words, 
.-
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if the life of the fixture is taken as the term of the cost evaluation, 
then the most efficient installation of those studied can be pur-
chased for only $40 more than the cheaper of these two visually 
unsatisfactory systems. 
Comparison of system G and concentric three-ring 
fixtures.-- Table 8 reveals that the concentric three-ring incan-
descent fixture, contrary to general opinion, is not the cheapest 
installation in the long run. Direct comparisons of system G 
with systems J and K are difficult for two reasons: 
l. systems J and K provide only one-third the 
illumination of system G. 
2. the existence of poor surface reflectances from 
both ceiling and chalkboard in the cases of J and K. 
In order, therefore, to provide some direct comparison 
between the standard and a concentric three-ring fixture, system G 
is compared with system L. In order to make such a comparison 
possible, system L, which provides_ only 22. 4 footcandles of 
light, was recalculated so as to provide the minimum 30 foot-
candles recommended by the American Standards Association. 





I. $ 37 2. 90 - installation 
2. 18 . 97 - amortization 
3. 83. 10 - electrical current 
4. 5. 70 - lamp replacement 
5. 107. 77 - total annual operating cost 
This total annual operating cost exceeds that of system G 
by $31. 80. 
This means. that in slightly over six years of normal use 
the difference between the initial costs of systems G and L would 
be made up by the lower operating cost of the former. Moreover, 
as indicated in Chapter V, the appearance of the latter fixture is 
that of a dar k , un-illuminated bowl surrounded by three concentric 
rings with surface brightnesses 50 percent higher than recommended. 
This merited an evaluation of Poor in the best of the three installa-
tions of concentric three-ring fixtures studied. 
Contrary to popular opinion, this type of installation is, 
then, not a bargain but, rather, when taken over the life of the 
fixtures, one of the mo.re expensive kinds of lighting commonly used 
in elementary schools . 
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Comparison of System G and System M. -- In terms of its 
very high consumption of current, system M is the most expensive 
to operate of all those studied. Although the difference in cost of 
installation of system M is nearly $250 less than system G, the 
lower operating costs of the latter 'will pay for its higher initial 
cost in only two and one half years. 
Moreover, because of the high brightness of the light 
source in both the direct and indirect glare zones, system M was 
evaluated as Unsatisfactory. There can be little justification for 
installing a type of fixture which is both inferior from the stand-
point of visual efficiency and more expens:ive to operate. 
Summary of the chapter.-- The data in Chapter VI reveals 
that of all the lighting systems studied, the direct and luminous 
indirect fluorescent types were the least expensive over the life 
of the installations. Of the two types, the direct installation was 
found to be the least expensive to operate. 
However, the slight disadvantage in operating costs were 
more than offs.et by the superior lighting characteristics of the 
indirect fluorescent installations. In twenty years, the net dif-
ference in cost of owning and operating the direct and indirect 
systems in a school of twenty classrooms. would total $ll00. 
The inherent superior characteristics of this type of in-
stallation render this cost difference insignificant. 
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Analysis revealed that the lens -plate incandescent in-
stallations could not be defended on an economic basis. The addi-
tiona! costs of operation of these two installations as compared 
with the b.est of the luminous incandesc.ent systems would equal 
the difference in initial costs in two years and in six years, re-
spectively. 
Of the two globe-lens incandes.cent installations, one was 
found to have the cheapest annual operating cost of all those 
studied. Examination revealed that this was due to (1) the design 
of the classroom; (2) the existence of a very low power rate. When 
compared to the best of the indirect fluorescent systems on equal 
terms, these two installations cannot be defended economically. 
Analysis reveals that, contrary to popular opinion, the 
concentric three-ring fixture is not economical. Over the life 
of the installation it costs considerably more to operate than the 
inherently s:uperior luminous indirect fluorescent. Its use cannot 
be defended from an economic standpoint. 
Finally, the luminous concentric three-ring fixture was 
found to have the highest of operating costs.. From the economic 
standpoint, the us-e of this fixture as installed in this school 
is difficult to defend. 
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CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Superiority of fluorescent fixtures-.-- This study reveals 
clearly the superior visual efficiency inhe.rent in the fluorescent 
installations. From the standpoints, of adequacy of illumination, 
brightness contra.sts of the structural parts of the fixtures, and 
abs .ence of direct and reflected glare, the fluorescent installations 
were found to be superior to any of th.e incandescent systems. 
Of the two types of fluorescent systems. studied, the indirect 
luminous system was found to be superior to· the direct system 
on the basis of visual efficiency. 
Incandescent systems found undesirable.-- Three types of 
incandescent fixtures were revealed to. possess characteristics. 
which render them questionable for use in elementary school class-
rooms. These were found to have high surface brightnesses which 
produced either objectionable dii-ect or reflected glare, or both. 
Initial costs a poor criteria for selection.-- The study re-
vealed that the cost of installation alone was not a sound criterion 
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for determining the selection of a classroom lighting installation. 
If, however, this criterion were to be employed, it was revealed 
that the difference between the best fluorescent and the best in-
candescent systems was only $200 per classroom. When one con-
siders that the median cost of 20-classroom elementary schools 
in Massachusetts during 1952 and 1953 exc.eeded $600,000, the 
$4, 000 difference in lighting costs becomes insignificant, particu-
larly in terms of the quality of the light. 
Under statute, a state grant ranging from 20 to over 50 
percent of the gross cost of new school buildings is made to each 
community. This grant is based upon an equalized valuation formula 
and is designed to assist in equalizing educational opportunity 
throughout the state. These grants reduce the net cost of schools 
to the local community. The net cost of the $4, 000 difference re-
ferred to above becomes, then, $3, 200 for those communities most 
able to pay for their schools, and less than $2, 000 for those least 
able to pay. 
Moreover, the study revealed that in addition to the costs 
of ins.tallation, the costs. of operation should be considered. The 
operating costs of fluorescent installations were found to be lower 
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than those of the incandescent systems. Actually, the extra cost 
of installing the best fluorescent s.ystem, as compared with the 
best incandescent system, was made up in six years by the lower 
costs of operation of the former. When one considers that the 
life of a lighting fixture is some 2.0 years, it is apparent that the 
system which costs the least to install may well cost the most to 
own and operate over the period of its life. 
This study has been concerned only with the use of 
elementary school buildings during the school day. The factor of 
community use of school building& should be given consideration. 
Most cities and towns are finding that their elementary school 
buildings are becoming the centers of fueir communities, and are 
experiencing rapidly increasing public use. 
Extensive us·e makes it possible to pay for the more ex-
pensive installations. in an even shorter period of time. The 
greater the use, the more easily can the greate.r initial cost of 
the inherently superior, but more expensive, system be justified. 
Those responsible for the selection of classroom lighting 
systems should, then, consider four criteria: 
1. visual efficiency in terms of brightnesses and 
brightness contrasts. 
2. quantity of light. 
3. costs of installation. 
4. costs of operation. 
Suggestions for further research.-- The writer suggests 
that at least two areas. of research in connection with school 
a.rtificial lighting merit attention. Early in the thesis. it was re-
ported, in effect, that little is known about the shock effect or 
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the comfort--discomfort level of children upon being subjected to 
varying degrees of direct glare. Efforts. have been made to apply 
to children certain findings relating to adults. There is a need for 
a thorough research s.tudy of brightness tolerances of elementary 
school children. 
There is presently under construction in a suburban Boston 
community a . four-classroom addition to an elementary school 
which will be lighted by a so- called "luminous ceiling. " This is 
an adaptation of the luminous indirect fluorescent fixture design. 
It provides for a series of fluorescent lamps mounted on the ceiling 
surface, with a continuous corregated plastic material suspended 
some 18 inches below the lamps. This acts as a continuous 
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diffusing shield somewhat as in the case of the luminous indirect 
fix:ture. 
The chief adVjantage of such a design is. the very low surface 
brightness of the plastic surface which serves as the light source. 
When this building is completed, a study should be made to de-
termine its relative visual efficiency. Cost studies will not be 
meaningful because of the fact that few installations of this kind 
of system have been made. For this reason, since the benefits of 
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APPENDIX ''A'' 
.Sample of the Survey Forms 
In the following pages a sample of each of the two survey 
forms is presented. 
FORMA 
SCHOOL LIGHTING SURVEY 
Subjective Appraisal of Quality 
Artifi cial Lighting - Surveyed at Night 
FOR PROFESSIONAL OBSERVERS 
Date 
School City Room No . Grade 
----------------------- ------------------------ -------- -------------
(Thi s form i s i ntended for lighti ng engineers or others famil iar with the specification of 
lighting .) 
Please make t h i s apprai sal before taking any measurements. 
How woul d you rat e the room as a whole , from a s t andpoint of the pleasantness or unpleasant-
ness , and c omfor t or d i scomfort of t h e surroundings? 
E xcellent Good So - so Very poor 
--------- ---------- ----------
Grade your i mpress i on of the f ollowing br i ghtness ratios on a scale of: 
C = Comfortable U = Uncomfortable 
A : Acceptable VU = Very Uncomfortable 
BRIGHTNESS RATIOS c A u vu 
White paper to desk 
White paper t o general sur r oundi ng s 
F i xture to sur roundi ngs 
Hi gh e st br i gh tness i n any nor mal f i eld of v iew (please identify i t) . 
Does fix ture b l end well w i th ceiling , or does it have a dark band which is conspicuous 
agai ns t c eilin g ? 
------------------------------------------------------------------------1 
Additional comments : 
-----------------------------------------------------------------1 
FORM B . 
SCHOOL LIGHTING SURVEY 
Date 
hool Room No. Survey by 
------------------- ----------- --------------------------------------
MEASUREMENTS -ARTIFICIAL LIGHTING ONLY 
Rear all f Cla sroo 
Plan View of Classroom 
Record Footcandle 
measurements at 
points in circles 
Show location of 
lighting fixtures 
on Room Plan 
Sketch cross section 
of fixtures indicating 
opaque and luminous 
parts 
BRIGHTNESS MEASUREMENTS 
(Taken from a seat near center of rear wall) 
Desk Top ___.,. ....._White 
Paper 






















(Use Luckiesh-Taylor or 
Spectra Brightness meter 
and magnesium carbonate, 
or white blotting paper 
referred to magnesium 
carbonate, to measure re-
flectances.) 
1. Brightest significant fixture area in field of view F. L. 
----------------------2. Brightest part of ceiling near fixture F. L. 
3. Darkest part of wall near fixture F. L. 
(Locate readings 1, 2, and 3 on drawing above.) 
APPENDIX 11B 11 
In the following pages, the thirteen selected classrooms 
referred to in the body of the thesis by letter for reasons of con-
venience are i dentified as to the city or town, the school, the 
classroom nutnber and the grade level. 
Reference Commrmity School Room Grade 
A Hanover Center 4 z 
B Norwell Elementary z 4 
c Braintree Lakeside 13 4 
D Braintree Foster z 5 
E Franklin Parmenter 1 1 
F Lrmenberg Elementary 5c 5 
G Newton Bowen 1 1 
H Newton Williams z 5 
I Newton Peirce 1 1 
J Sharon Cottage St. 1 6 
K Brookline Baker 5 4 
L Newton Claflin 4 1 
M Quincy Squantutn A 4 
~PENDIX ''C'' 
In the following pages three photographs indicating the 
design and general arrangement of the fixtures in two of the 
class rooms are shown. 
I ....... fi.J I ril-l -~ .. ~~~~ .. -.·- .. 
- - ---.. ")Ill..- ! 
Photo #1: This photograph indicates the design and general 
appearance of the concentric three-ring incandescent fixture. This 
is the fixture most commonly used in elementary school classrooms 
today. 
,... 
Photo #Z - This photograph indicates the design and 
general appearance of the globe-lens incandescent fixture. 




Photo #3 - This is another photograph of a globe-lens 
incandescent installation showing the design of the clerestory 
arrangement. 
